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Abstract
Children with autism spectrum disorder benefit from early, intensive interventions to
improve social communication, and parent-implemented interventions are a feasible, familycentered way to increase treatment dosage. The success of such interventions is dependent on a
parent’s ability to implement the strategies with fidelity. However, measurement of parent
strategy use varies across studies. Most studies use one of two types of observational coding
measures (macro and micro-codes). Macro-codes are known for being efficient while microcodes are known for being precise. The present study evaluates the reliability and validity of the
NDBI-Fi, a macro-code, compared to a micro-code. Parent-child interaction videos for 177
participants were used to compare these measures. Results demonstrated that the NDBI-Fi had
strong interrater reliability. It also had strong convergent validity with the micro-code after
intervention. In addition, the NDBI-Fi was sensitive to change, and it demonstrated precision
comparable to the micro-code. Furthermore, a novel scoring procedure detected differences in
parents who learned different intervention strategy types. However, the NDBI-Fi did not
demonstrate strong validity before intervention, particularly when measuring responsive
intervention strategies. Taken together, findings support the use of the NDBI-Fi as an outcome
measure, and future work should focus on continued development of valid pre-intervention
macro-codes.
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Lay Abstract
Children with autism spectrum disorder benefit from early intervention to improve social
communication, and parent-implemented interventions are a feasible and family-centered way to
increase the amount of treatment they receive. For these treatments to be effective, it is important
for the parent to implement the strategies as intended. However, measurement of parent strategy
use is inconsistent across studies of parent-implemented interventions. The present study
evaluates the quality of the NDBI-Fi, an efficient measure, compared to a more time-consuming
measure that is known to be precise. Videos of parents playing with their children were used to
compare these two measurement methods. Results demonstrated that the NDBI-Fi was of good
quality: scorers had high levels of agreement, the NDBI-Fi was similar to the more precise
measure in rating parents after intervention, it detected changes from before to after intervention,
and it detected differences when parents learned different types of intervention strategies. The
NDBI-Fi was not as precise as the other measure across all strategies before parents learned
intervention. Taken together, the findings of this study support the use of the NDBI-Fi as a highquality outcome measure.
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Introduction
It is widely recognized that early, intensive interventions have the potential to increase
developmental outcomes for children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD; McManus et al.,
2019; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2015). For such interventions to be effective for children with ASD,
they must target the core difficulties, such as social communication (Zwaigenbaum et al., 2015).
Naturalistic Developmental Behavioral Interventions (NDBIs) have been suggested as
particularly promising for improving such outcomes (Sandbank et al. 2019). NDBIs are
frequently implemented by parents, thus they have an added benefit of including a familycentered component that is a cornerstone of early intervention. Critical to successful parentimplemented NDBIs is a way to measure changes in parent behavior that are likely to improve
child social communication.
Fidelity in Parent-Implemented Intervention
Parent-implemented interventions emphasize the active role of the parent as the primary
teacher and communication partner for their child (Roberts et al., 2019). Systematically teaching
parents to implement intervention strategies increases treatment dosage allowing children with
ASD to receive the recommended 10-25 hours of weekly services (McManus et al., 2019;
Virués-Ortega, 2010). However, parents must implement the intervention often and accurately
in order for child communication to improve (Barton & Fettig, 2013; Haring Biel et al., 2019). In
other words, parent fidelity as measured by quantity and quality of intervention delivery is a
crucial component that contributes to child intervention outcomes.
Meta-analyses have demonstrated positive communication outcomes for children with
ASD following parent-implemented intervention (Hampton & Kaiser, 2016; Roberts et al.,
2019). Given the integral role of parent fidelity in these interventions, it is surprising that
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reporting of parent outcomes is inconsistent across individual studies (Hampton & Kaiser, 2016;
Roberts et al., 2019). In fact, parent outcomes are reported in less than half of group design
studies on parent-implemented interventions (Roberts et al., 2019). This is particularly
problematic because study-level differences in fidelity could account for different study
outcomes, leading to a lack of clarity about which intervention strategies and features are most
beneficial for children with ASD. For example, one meta-analysis showed that children with
ASD make the greatest gains in spoken language following a combination of parent and
clinician-implemented intervention, positing that the presence of the clinician contributes to
higher fidelity (Hampton & Kaiser, 2016). Furthermore, when parent fidelity is measured, the
methods for its measurement are variable or not adequately described (Roberts et al., 2019).
Measuring Parent Outcomes
Observational measures are the gold standard for evaluating parent-child interactions
(Gridley et al., 2019). Such measures can be broadly described as using one of two types of
coding methods. Micro-coding allows for the analysis of fine-grained, specific details that may
not otherwise be apparent, but it is time-consuming and requires extensive training (Dishion et
al., 2017). This level of detail is achieved through coding discrete events for the constructs of
interest (Dishion et al., 2017). In parent-child interactions, parent fidelity can be measured with
micro-level precision using count coding (Yoder et al. 2018), in which the strategy is coded each
time it is used. In contrast, macro-coding involves making broad, global judgements. It requires
minimal time and less training, and thus it can be more cost effective (Dishion et al., 2017;
Rosenberg et al., 1986). In parent-child interactions, parent fidelity can be measured at a macrolevel using rating scales (Yoder et al. 2018). These two methods represent an inverse relationship
between time and precision, such that one system cannot be ideal (Rosenberg et al., 1986). This
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trade-off calls into question the extent to which studies that use these different measurement
methods are truly comparable and the extent to which they capture the same constructs.
Such measurement concerns, paired with an increased interest in feasibility and
efficiency in both research and practice, have prompted comparisons of micro and macro-codes
with varying results. For example, Adamson and colleagues (2012) demonstrated a strong
relationship between micro-coding and macro-coding when evaluating parent-child joint
engagement. In contrast, Dishion and colleagues (2017) found that micro-coding and macrocoding did not measure the same constructs when evaluating parenting skills. Most notably,
Suhrheinrich and colleagues (2019) showed that some macro-codes (5-point Likert scales)
demonstrated strong reliability with micro-codes but other macro-codes (3-point Likert scales)
were less reliable when evaluating provider fidelity in a communication intervention for children
with ASD. However, it remains unclear the extent to which these findings extend to
observational measures of parent fidelity in parent-implemented communication interventions.
Observational measures are the most commonly used metric following parentimplemented communication intervention in studies that report parent outcomes (Frost et al.,
2020). Problematically, many studies use fidelity measures or coding methods that are lab or
intervention-specific without reporting psychometric properties (Frost et al., 2020). As such,
there are two substantial measurement barriers to effective intervention for children with ASD:
(a) potential differences in measured constructs across studies (e.g., lab-specific measures) and
(b) aforementioned differences in observational coding methods (e.g., micro-coding and macrocoding). The resultant variety in measurement created by both of these barriers highlights the
need for published tools that quantify the nature of parent-child interactions, particularly those
that have applications in measuring parent fidelity.
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To meet this need, Frost and colleagues (2020) developed the Naturalistic Developmental
Behavioral Intervention Fidelity Rating Scale (NDBI-Fi). This macro-code was created to rate
the quantity and quality of NDBI strategies. NDBIs are a group of evidence-based treatments for
children with ASD that are broadly established from the same theoretical framework and share
common intervention strategies (Schreibman et al., 2015). Often described as having hybrid
characteristics, NDBIs merge the developmental sciences with features of traditional applied
behavior analysis. The combination of these characteristics results in interventions that are not
only child-led and naturalistic, but also provide structure that facilitates learning for children
with ASD (Schreibman et al., 2015). The NDBI-Fi is the first published measure that isolates
common features of NDBIs and as such is not specific to any single intervention program (Frost
et al., 2020). Having a singular, feasible measure could aid in both meta-analysis and research on
active intervention ingredients. Promising initial reliability and validity for the NDBI-Fi was
established using multiple empirically based NDBIs (Frost et al., 2020). While the goal of using
a singular measure that only includes common features is promising, it is also possible that such
a measure may fail to detect intervention-specific nuances. In fact, some items that individual
researchers consider essential intervention elements were not included in the NDBI-Fi (Frost et
al., 2020). For this reason, it is crucial that psychometric analysis of the NDBI-Fi is replicated
across different NDBIs and applications.
Applications of Macro-Coding
In addition to offering a common measure for all NDBIs, the constructs measured in the
NDBI-Fi may apply to many parent-implemented interventions due to their hybrid
characteristics. A recent meta-analysis found that the majority of parent-implemented
communication interventions for children with and at-risk for developmental delays included a
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naturalistic framework (Roberts et al., 2019). Because the NDBI-Fi includes parent strategies
informed by both theories of natural learning (i.e., responsiveness) and behavioral theory (i.e.,
antecedent-behavior-consequence), its items could have broader applications to interventions that
address these constructs independently. However, to determine the broader applications of the
NDBI-Fi, it is necessary to understand its reliability and validity for interventions that include
some, but not all, components of NDBIs. Likewise, development of a differential scoring
procedure for separate theoretical constructs may improve the utility of the NDBI-Fi.
The use of a macro-code may also have applications in clinical settings due to its
feasibility. Addressing the research-to-practice gap through implementation science is a
necessary next step in improving outcomes for children with ASD (Barton & Fettig, 2013;
Haring Biel et al., 2019; Vivanti et al., 2018). Parent-implemented interventions are used at
varying degrees in clinical practice, and few clinicians who provide these communication
interventions report using parent observation (Douglas et al., 2019). This is not surprising
because to our knowledge, there is no widely disseminated tool for clinicians to use to measure
parents’ use of intervention strategies. A tool such as the NDBI-Fi could promote structured
parent-child observations that aid in the provision of treatment planning and progress
monitoring. Progress monitoring happens on an ongoing basis, and clinicians require a tool that
is not only useful in measuring strategy use when parents have learned an NDBI, but also over
the course of an intervention program when parents may use strategies at varying degrees.
Such practice-based considerations are vital to intervention research for children with
ASD. Designing interventions that are feasible and usable from the outset improves the
translation from research to practice (Vivanti et al., 2018). As such, the use of a more clinically
feasible NDBI-Fi as opposed to time-consuming micro-coding as a common outcome measure
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across intervention studies is a critical next step to reduce this research-to-practice gap.
However, it is first necessary to evaluate the validity of the NDBI-Fi before recommending its
use in either research or clinical settings.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to extend the initial reliability and validity of the NDBI-Fi.
Specifically, the present study adds to prior work by evaluating the validity of the NDBI-Fi in
comparison to a different coding method than used in the original study: a precise micro-code.
As such, the research questions and methods were informed by those used in the NDBI-Fi’s
development and validation (Frost et al., 2020). The present study also examines the NDBI-Fi’s
utility in measuring different intervention strategy types in order for it to be applied in a broader
context. The following research questions guided this study:
1. What is the inter-rater reliability of the NDBI-Fi?
2. How do the NDBI-Fi and a micro-coded measure compare in measuring parent
strategy use (a) before intervention and (b) after intervention?
3. Is the NDBI-FI sensitive to change during intervention?
4. Can the NDBI-Fi detect differences between parents who learn different types of
intervention strategies?
Methods
Study Design
This cross-sectional, longitudinal study used extant video data from two samples. Both
groups were recruited by the Early Intervention Research Group at Northwestern University. The
first group (n = 60) included a baseline only observation. The second group participated in a
randomized clinical trial of two parent-implemented intervention strategy types. This sample
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included 117 participants with baseline data and 95 (out of 117) with baseline and postintervention data. Data for both groups were combined, such that the full sample included 177
videos at baseline and 95 videos post-intervention. These videos were scored using the NDBI-Fi
and a micro-code.
Participants
Participants were 177 parent-child dyads. The mean age of the children in the full sample
was 33.08 months (SD = 6.14). To be eligible for either study, children were required to have a
diagnosis of ASD. Diagnoses were confirmed by a research reliable clinician using the Autism
Diagnostic Observation Schedule – Second Edition (Lord et al., 2012). Consistent with the
prevalence of ASD, children were primarily male (76%). Dyads lived in the Chicago area, and
participants were excluded if English was not the primary language spoken in the home. On
average, the parents reported their race as Caucasian (53%) and education level as a college
degree or higher (56%). As such, about half the sample was diverse with respect to race,
ethnicity, or socioeconomic status. Demographic data are shown in Table 1.
Intervention
Of the 177 total dyads, 95 dyads completed an 8-week intervention as part of a clinical
trial in which mothers were randomized to a parent-implemented intervention strategy type
common in NDBIs (responsive or directive; 1R01DC014709). Both conditions used the same
instructional procedure, and parents have demonstrated the ability to learn both types of
intervention strategies (Roberts et al., 2014).
Responsive Strategy Condition. Responsive strategies were defined as strategies that
were based on developmental, naturalistic frameworks. Parents in the responsive condition (n =
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46) were taught to respond to child communication, to engage with their child, and to follow
their child’s lead. Parents were also taught to notice and respond to non-verbal and verbal
communication and to interact by taking turns with their child.
Directive Strategy Condition. Directive strategies were defined as strategies that were
based on behavioral theory. Parents in the directive condition (n = 49) were taught to elicit child
communication through the use of communication temptations and prompts. Parents were taught
to arrange the environment to encourage their child to communicate and to scaffold prompts to
teach and reinforce language.
Measures
Sampling Context. Dyads were filmed during a naturalistic Parent-Child Interaction
(PCX) using a standard set of toys. Before filming, parents were instructed to play with their
child as they normally would. Ten-minute PCXs were recorded either in a research space at
Northwestern University (n = 222; 152 at baseline, 70 post-intervention) or in the home (n = 50;
24 at baseline, 26 post-intervention), depending on the needs of the family.
NDBI-Fi. All PCXs were macro-coded using a modified version of the NDBI-Fi. The
original NDBI-Fi is an eight-item rating scale. Each item is scored on a five-point Likert scale,
with the average of all items representing overall fidelity. Scores are assigned based on a global
assessment quality and/or quantity, such that the overall fidelity score is representative of both
features. The NDBI-Fi has an intraclass correlation between raters of 0.80, demonstrating good
reliability (Frost et al., 2020). In addition, the NDBI-Fi is positively correlated (r = 0.60) with the
global fidelity scales or interval macro-codes collected for three NDBIs: Project ImPACT,
Pivotal Response Training, and Social ABCs (Frost et al., 2020), demonstrating strong construct
validity.
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The NDBI-Fi was constructed using an iterative process with experts on NDBIs (Frost et
al., 2020). Since this process was used to ensure that the essential components of NDBIs were
measured, minor modifications were made to ensure that the NDBI-Fi accurately reflected the
intervention that participants received in the present study. As such, one additional item was
added (Pace Verbal Models) and minor changes were made in the scoring guidelines for three
items (Responding to Communication, Communication Temptations, and Frequency of Direct
Teaching). The full scale and modification description are available in Supplement A.
Along with the overall fidelity score, two additional fidelity scores were derived to
evaluate parent learning of different strategy types. NDBI-Fi items that were theoretically based
in responsiveness and taught in the responsive condition were averaged to create a responsive
composite score, and NDBI-Fi items that were theoretically based in direct teaching and taught
in the directive condition were averaged to create a directive composite score. Some NDBI-Fi
items were not explicitly taught in either condition but still may be reflective of overall progress.
These items were included in the overall fidelity score, hereafter referred to as the overall
composite score. Rating items and composite scores are shown in Table 2.
NDBI-Fi Rating Procedure. Raters were two speech-language pathologists (SLPs) with
over three years of experience working with young children and their families as well as two
speech-language pathology graduate students. One rater, a doctoral student and SLP, was trained
in the intervention strategies used in the larger trial. The second SLP rater was not trained in the
specific intervention strategies but had prior training in another NDBI. The clinical graduate
students did not have any prior experience delivering NDBIs. The purpose of these differing
experiences was to ensure clinical usability and to assess reliability in the context of raters with
different intervention backgrounds. Raters were kept naïve to intervention condition to the
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greatest extent possible. However, this was not always possible for one of the four raters due to
involvement in other elements of the study.
All raters were trained to reliability with a standard set of consensus-rated videos using
the recommendations from the original article (Frost et al., 2020). As such, raters were reliable
once ratings on three consecutive videos met the following criteria compared to the training
samples: (a) seven items were within one point, (b) no items were greater than two points apart,
and (c) the overall composite score was within 0.5 points.
Due to the continuous nature of the larger clinical trial, it was not possible for raters to be
naïve to all timepoints. However, raters were naïve to timepoint for 20% of videos from the
intervention sample (n = 40). Overall composite scores on these naïve ratings did not differ
significantly from overall composite scores on non-naïve ratings at baseline (t = 0.30, p = 0.77)
or post-intervention (t = 0.22, p = 0.83), suggesting that knowledge of timepoint did not
compromise the integrity of the ratings. There was also no significant effect of knowledge of
timepoint for responsive or directive composite scores.
Micro-Code. All PCXs were micro-coded using a method that was developed as the
primary outcome measure in the larger clinical trial. It was designed by clinicians and
researchers with training and expertise in NDBIs to capture parent use of target strategies.
Further, the micro-code was created in accordance with widely accepted recommendations for
observational measures of behavior (Yoder et al., 2018). Similar micro-codes have been used to
measure parent outcomes in previous trials on parent-implemented NDBIs with demonstrated
interrater reliability (Roberts, 2019; Roberts & Kaiser, 2015). Taken together, the micro-code
included in the present study is an ideal example of those commonly used in NDBI studies.
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Each PCX was simultaneously transcribed and micro-coded for parent strategy use such
that individual micro-code items were assigned at the utterance level. This coding method allows
for parent strategy use to be quantified by both frequency and percentage (i.e.,
frequency/opportunities). This type of count coding inherently accounts for the quantity of
strategy use, and quality is also considered as codes are only assigned when the strategy meets a
predetermined quality criterion. Thus, the items on both the micro-code and the NDBI-Fi account
for features of quantity and quality. The present study included eight items from this micro-code
quantified by percentage (score range = 0.00-1.00) that measured strategies specific to the
intervention conditions. Kappa for this micro-code across items and timepoints is 0.734,
demonstrating good reliability. Similar to the NDBI-Fi, items were averaged to determine a
responsive composite score, a directive composite score, and an overall composite score. These
composite scores were critical in comparing the two measures because at the composite level, the
micro-code and the NDBI-Fi capture the same theoretical constructs. While they share
similarities at the item level, a single micro-code item may be represented in different ways on
multiple NDBI-Fi items. Likewise, a single NDBI-Fi item may be represented in different ways
on multiple micro-code items. Micro-code items, composite scores, and item correspondence
with the NDBI-Fi are available in Supplement B (Supplement B Table 1).
Micro-Coding Procedure. Coders were full-time research assistants trained to 80%
reliability across each micro-code item. To ensure ongoing reliability, 20% of all PCXs were
double-coded by a master coder, and discrepancies were discussed during weekly coding
meetings. All coders were naïve to intervention condition but were not naïve to timepoint, as
baseline to post-intervention comparisons were not an aim of the larger study.
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Micro-coding usually occurred prior to NDBI-Fi ratings. For each video, micro-coders
and NDBI-Fi raters were not aware of the scores given on the other measure. In addition, no
videos were micro-coded and rated on the NDBI-Fi by the same person. These steps ensured that
scoring on one measure did not influence scoring on the other measure.
Analysis
Reliability. To evaluate the interrater reliability of the NDBI-Fi, 25% of videos were
randomly selected for double rating (n = 72). Reliability videos were equally distributed between
baseline videos (n = 46) and post-intervention videos (n = 26) with respect to the total number of
videos at each timepoint. Raters were unaware of which videos were selected for reliability
calculations.
Interrater reliability was calculated using Krippendorff’s alpha (Hayes & Krippendorff,
2007). Although intraclass correlations were calculated in the development of the NDBI-Fi
(Frost et al., 2020), the present study seeks to extend this work. Krippendorff’s alpha is
determined by the data from each rater, and data is not added or omitted to calculate reliability
(Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). As such, Krippendorff’s alpha poses a distinct advantage in
fitting the level of measurement of the data, a consideration that is important for ordinal scales
such as the NDBI-Fi. Krippendorff’s alpha calculates the percent of disagreements and is
interpreted on a 0.00-1.00 scale, such that 1.00 represents perfect agreement (Hayes &
Krippendorff, 2007). Strong agreement is shown by alpha values exceeding 0.80, and alpha
values should not be lower than 0.667 for a measure to demonstrate reliability (Krippendorff,
2018). For these analyses, composite scores were kept as sums instead of averages to maintain
the true ordinal structure of the data.
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Convergent Validity. Validity was assessed by comparing the NDBI-Fi to the microcode. Comparisons were made by calculating Pearson product-moment correlations at baseline
and post-intervention. These analyses were conducted separately to determine the extent to
which the association between the two measures varied by timepoint. Separate analyses at each
timepoint also ensured that correlations were not related to repeated measures within the same
participants.
Sensitivity to Change. The NDBI-Fi was evaluated for sensitivity to change in three
ways. First, baseline responsive composite scores and post-intervention responsive composite
scores were compared for participants who learned responsive strategies. Second, baseline
directive composite scores and post-intervention directive composite scores were compared for
participants who learned directive strategies. The first two analyses tested the sensitivity of the
new responsive and directive composite scores. The responsive and directive groups were
analyzed separately for these first two analyses. This method limited the analyses to participants
who were predicted to change on each composite score based on the intervention they received,
thus accurately capturing sensitivity based on the study hypotheses. This method aligns with the
methods used to analyze sensitivity in the development of the NDBI-Fi, in which sensitivity was
analyzed for only those participants expected to change on the measure (i.e., participants in the
treatment condition, but not participants in the control condition). Third, baseline overall
composite scores and post-intervention overall composite scores were compared for the entire
intervention sample. This analysis tested the sensitivity of the entire measure when participants
varied in the strategy type they learned. Paired t-tests were used for all three analyses. For
contrast, micro-code composite scores were compared using the same process. Standardized
mean difference (Cohen’s d) between baseline scores and post-intervention scores was calculated
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for each measure to determine if the NDBI-Fi was comparable to the micro-code in the
magnitude of change it detected.
Known Group Validity. If parents who learn responsive strategies and parents who
learn directive strategies systematically differ on responsive and directive composite scores, this
may indirectly demonstrate that the NDBI-Fi items measure the intended constructs (ViruesOrtega et al., 2011). Participants who learned the responsive intervention strategies were
expected to have significantly greater responsive composite scores compared to parents who
learned the directive intervention strategies. Similarly, participants who learned the directive
intervention strategies were expected to have significantly greater directive composite scores
compared to participants who learned the responsive intervention strategies. Unpaired t-tests
were used for these analyses. As in the previous analyses, micro-code composite scores were
compared using the same method. Additionally, standardized mean difference (Cohen’s d)
between the responsive and directive groups was calculated for the responsive and directive
composite scores for both the NDBI-Fi and the micro-code.
Patient and Public Involvement
No community members for whom this measure was developed to evaluate (e.g., parents
of children with ASD, individuals with ASD) were involved in the production of this study.
However, the first and last authors are certified speech-language pathologists and as such
contributed a stakeholder perspective related to the efficiency and clinical usability of the NDBIFi.
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Results
Reliability
The NDBI-Fi demonstrated good interrater reliability on all three composite scores. Each
fell above the minimum acceptable standard, with the responsive composite score (⍺ = 0.774),
directive composite score (⍺ = 0.704), and overall composite score (⍺ = 0.752) all showing
moderate to strong agreement.
At the item level, interrater reliability was more variable. Individual items ranged from
having weak interrater reliability (e.g., Responding to Attempts to Communicate, ⍺ = 0.389) to
having strong interrater reliability (e.g., Pace Verbal Models, ⍺ = 0.806). Five of the nine total
items fell below the minimum acceptable standard for interrater reliability. However, four of
these five items were close to that standard (⍺ = 0.603 – 0.653), with only one item falling much
below it (⍺ = 0.389). Item-level and composite reliability are shown in Table 3.
Convergent Validity
Baseline. The NDBI-Fi had variable convergent validity with the micro-code at baseline.
The measures strongly correlated on directive composite scores (r = 0.54, p < 0.001) and the
overall composite scores (r = 0.58, p < 0.001). However, responsive composite scores
demonstrated a weaker correlation (r = 0.30, p < 0.001).
Post-Intervention. The NDBI-Fi demonstrated convergent validity with the micro-code
post-intervention. The measures strongly correlated on responsive composite scores (r = 0.58, p
< 0.001), directive composite scores (r = 0.63, p < 0.001), and overall composite scores (r =
0.57, p < 0.001). All correlations are presented in Table 4 and scatterplots are available in the
Supplement B (Supplement B Figure 1, Supplement B Figure 2).
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Sensitivity to Change. The NDBI-Fi detected significant differences from baseline to
post-intervention across all composite scores. For participants who learned responsive strategies,
there was a significant difference in responsive composite scores between baseline and postintervention with a large effect size (p < 0.001, d = 1.83, 95% CI [1.13, 2.51]). For participants
who learned directive strategies, there was a significant difference in directive composite scores
between baseline and post-intervention with a large effect size (p < 0.001, d = 0.79, 95% CI
[0.20, 1.37]). Additionally, there was a significant difference in overall composite scores
between baseline and post-intervention with a large effect size (p < 0.001, d = 0.81, 95% CI
[0.39, 1.23]) for the full intervention sample. Micro-code analyses revealed similarly large effect
sizes. Baseline and post-intervention data are shown in Table 5.
Known Group Validity. The NDBI-Fi responsive composite score detected a significant
difference between parents who learned responsive intervention strategies and parents who
learned directive intervention strategies (p < 0.001, d = 1.13, 95% CI [0.66, 1.59]). Similarly, the
directive composite score detected a significant difference between parents who learned directive
intervention strategies and parents who learned responsive intervention strategies ( p < 0.001, d =
1.12, 95% CI [0.65, 1.58]). The magnitude of this difference was strong on both the NDBI-Fi and
the micro-code. Group data are shown in Table 6.
Discussion
The results of this study support the use of the NDBI-Fi to measure parent outcomes in
parent-implemented interventions for children with ASD. Further, these results suggest that
efficient macro-codes can serve as reliable, valid, and precise measures. First, the NDBI-Fi
demonstrated reliability in measuring overall parent strategy use. This finding replicates the
strong reliability of the overall composite score from the original study using a reliability
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coefficient well-suited for ordinal data. The present study also validates two newly derived
composite scores such that it captures parent responsive strategy use and parent directive strategy
use. Reliability was demonstrated using four coders with varying levels of experience with
NDBIs, including clinical graduate students with no prior training or experience in parent
observation, suggesting that reliability may be attainable in clinical practice settings.
In addition to being reliable, the NDBI-Fi demonstrated convergent validity compared to
a micro-code following intervention. At the post-intervention timepoint, results indicated there
was a strong, positive association between the two measures on parent responsive composite
scores, directive composite scores, and overall composite scores. Because the micro-code is
considered the gold-standard for precise, accurate measurement, this strong convergence poses a
distinct advantage for the already efficient macro-code. Further, the convergent validity of the
responsive and directive composite scores suggest that the NDBI-Fi may not only be applicable
to NDBIs but may also be more broadly applicable across many parent-implemented
interventions.
Results also indicate that the NDBI-Fi is sensitive to changes made during a brief
intervention. This finding was consistent in responsive composite scores of parents who learned
responsive intervention strategies, directive composite scores of parents who learned directive
strategies, and even in the overall composite scores for the full group in which parents learned
some, but not all, of the strategies measured on the scale. Effect sizes from baseline to postintervention were comparable to the micro-code, suggesting that there is not a substantial
methodological disadvantage to using the NDBI-Fi. Finally, the responsive and directive
composite scores appropriately differentiated between these groups, adding confidence that these
constructs are appropriately defined.
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However, the results of this study also reveal several disadvantages of the NDBI-Fi. First,
it may not be precise in measuring responsive strategies at baseline. Based on our data, we posit
that this finding may be due to the fact that parents often use responsive strategies to some
degree even without instruction. In contrast, directive strategies are rare prior to instruction (i.e.,
scores of or near zero occurred on the directive composite but not on the responsive composite).
This observation may be due to the fact that responsive strategies are child-led, such that playing
with the child would necessitate the use of responsiveness to some degree, while directive
strategies are adult-led, and therefore depend on a parent’s use of that specific skill. A microcode may be better at detecting subtle differences between parents’ use of responsive strategies
when they occur at lower rates or are of lower quality. However, baseline levels of directive
strategies are likely measured with similar precision by micro and macro measures due to their
rarity.
A second disadvantage is that the NDBI-Fi had inconsistent interrater reliability at the
item-level, with one item demonstrating poor reliability (Responding to Attempts to
Communicate, ⍺ = 0.389). Notably, the original article also found inconsistent item-level
reliability, as one item demonstrated poor reliability (Quality of Direct Teaching, ICC = 0.33;
Frost et al. 2020). An implication for this finding is that, at present, the NDBI-Fi may not be
suitable for research on active ingredients of interventions because individual strategy use cannot
be reliability measured.
The results of this study should be interpreted in light of its limitations. First, it was not
possible to keep raters and coders naïve to timepoint on either of the measures. Although no bias
due to timepoint was detected on the NDBI-Fi, it is possible that sensitivity analyses may have
been impacted by knowledge of timepoint. Second, we did not implement a video viewing
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protocol in the present study. This may have led to differences in viewing and scoring practices
between our raters, impacting reliability, and could lead to replicability concerns in future
studies.
Future work might first seek to improve both the disadvantages of the NDBI-Fi and the
limitations of the present study. For example, item-level reliability may be improved by
developing a structured viewing and scoring system. It may be that watching each video multiple
times improves item-level reliability, or it could be that dividing videos into smaller segments
and then averaging scores across items improves item-level reliability. In fact, similar procedures
were used in a recent study on another macro-code, the Measure of NDBI Strategy
Implementation-Caregiver Change (MONSI-CC) and yielded good item-level interrater
reliability across all items in its initial development (Vibert et al., 2020). It is also possible that
reliability is influenced by the diverse participant sample in our present study. Previous work has
shown that macro-codes are more likely to be subject to cultural and racial bias than micro-codes
(Yasui & Dishion, 2008). Follow-up work may explore the extent to which such bias is present
when scoring the NDBI-Fi, and if such bias exists, future work should develop rater training to
reduce it.
Our finding that the NDBI-Fi did not precisely measure parent strategy use at baseline is
an important one, given the goal of implementation in clinical practice. There remains a need for
common, efficient, and feasible measures that can support both treatment planning and progress
monitoring. Future work should expand the NDBI-Fi to include items that refine the
responsiveness composite such that it can better capture both learned strategies and naturally
occurring responsiveness in parents.
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Finally, these promising initial results may prompt future work on both broader
applications of macro-coding to parent-implemented interventions that share intervention
features with NDBIs across other populations of toddlers with developmental delays as well as
implementation in clinical practice. A next step towards this goal is to determine the reliability of
the NDBI-Fi when used by practicing clinicians. Although the present study used coders of
varying experience levels, suggesting the clinical utility of the NDBI-Fi, these coders were
trained to use the measure in a research setting, and this training process may not be feasible or
accessible in practice settings. Taken together, results from this study suggest that both the
continued development of macro-codes and their current and future applications have the
potential to significantly advance early intervention research and practice for children with ASD
and beyond.
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Table 1. Baseline Participant Characteristics
Full
Samplea
Characteristic
Child
Age, M (SD)
Gender, n (%)
Race, n (%)

Ethnicity, n (%)
Parent
Gender, n (%)
Race, n (%)

Ethnicity, n (%)
Education, n (%)

Definition
Months

n = 177

Intervention sampleb
Responsive
Directive
n = 46
n = 49
32.41 (5.99)

33.60 (6.21)

Male
Female
African American
American Indian/Alaskan
Asian
Caucasian
Multiplec
Native Hawaiian/PId
No Response
Hispanic or Latinx
Not Hispanic or Latinx
No Response

33.08
(6.14)
135 (76)
42 (24)
19 (11)
3 (2)
16 (9)
84 (47)
34 (19)
0 (0)
21 (12)
62 (35)
105 (59)
10 (6)

31 (67)
15 (33)
5 (11)
0 (0)
2 (4)
23 (50)
10 (22)
0 (0)
6 (13)
15 (33)
28 (61)
3 (7)

41 (84)
8 (16)
6 (12)
0 (0)
1 (2)
30 (61)
11 (22)
0 (0)
1 (2)
16 (33)
32 (65)
1 (2)

Male
Female
African American
American Indian/Alaskan
Asian
Caucasian
Multiple
Native Hawaiian/PIc
No Response
Hispanic or Latinx
Not Hispanic or Latinx
No Response
>High School
High School
Some College
Special Training
College Degree
Graduate Degree +
No Response

13 (7)
164 (93)
21 (12)
4 (2)
22 (12)
93 (53)
9 (5)
1 (0.06)
27 (15)
51 (29)
116 (66)
10 (6)
3 (2)
14 (8)
44 (25)
12 (7)
46 (26)
53 (30)
5 (3)

0 (0)
46 (100)
5 (11)
0 (0)
2 (4)
29 (63)
4 (9)
1 (2)
5 (11)
14 (30)
30 (65)
2 (4)
1 (2)
2 (4)
10 (22)
5 (11)
14 (30)
14 (30)
0 (0)

0 (0)
49 (100)
7 (14)
1 (2)
3 (6)
31 (63)
2 (4)
0 (0)
5 (10)
11 (22)
36 (73)
2 (4)
1 (2)
4 (8)
13 (27)
2 (4)
17 (35)
12 (24)
0 (0)

Note.
a
Participants from the full sample are from two larger clinical trials: (1) 60 participants, (2) 117
participants
b
Participants from the intervention sample are from trial (2); data reflects participants with postintervention data only; participants without post-intervention data are included in the full sample
c
Multiple = parent indicated that they belonged to more than one of the categories presented
d
PI = Other Pacific Islander
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Table 2. NDBI-Fi Rating Items
a

Compositeb
Responsive Directive

Item Number Rating Item
Score Range
Overall
1 Face to Face
1-5
X
2 Follow the Child’s Lead
1-5
X
X
3 Positive Affect
1-5
X
4 Modeling Language
1-5
X
X
5 Responding to Communication
1-5
X
X
6 Pace Verbal Models
1-5
X
X
7 Communication Temptations
0-5
X
X
8 Frequency of Direct Teaching
0-5
X
X
9 Quality of Direct Teaching
0-5
X
X
Note. aall items were scored on a 1-5 Likert scale, but score ranges containing a 0 indicate that NA was
selected when the strategy never occurred; bcomposite scores are calculated by averaging all applicable rating
items
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Table 3. Item and Composite Reliability
Item
Krippendorff’s alpha
Face to Face
0.742
Follow the Child’s Lead
0.620
Positive Affect
0.650
Modeling Language
0.603
Responding to Communication
0.389
Pace Verbal Models
0.806
Communication Temptations
0.668
Frequency of Direct Teaching
0.781
Quality of Direct Teaching
0.653
Composite
Responsive
0.774
Directive
0.704
Overall
0.752
Note. Values above 0.80 were considered to have strong reliability;
values above 0.667 were considered adequate
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Table 4. Composite Score Correlations
Micro Responsive
Baseline Correlations
NDBI-Fi Responsive
0.30***
NDBI-Fi Directive
0.22**
NDBI-Fi Overall
0.36***
Post-Intervention Correlations
NDBI-Fi Responsive
0.58***
NDBI-Fi Directive
-0.18
NDBI-Fi Overall
0.22*
Note. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001

Micro Directive
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Micro Overall

0.15*
0.54***
0.54***

0.23**
0.52***
0.58***

-0.11
0.63***
0.44***

0.20*
0.55***
0.57***
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Table 5. NDBI-Fi and Micro-Code Sensitivity
Baseline
Mean (SD)
Range
Full Intervention
Sample n = 95
Overall Micro
Overall NDBI-Fi
Responsive Group
n = 46
Responsive Micro
Responsive NDBI-Fi
Directive Group
n = 49
Directive Micro
Directive NDBI-Fi

Post-Intervention
Mean (SD)
Range

t

d

p

0.28 (0.08)
2.24 (0.44)

0.10 - 0.51
1.33 - 3.33

0.36 (0.11)
2.65 (0.56)

0.15 - 0.65
1.56 - 4.00

7.26
6.56

0.88
0.81

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

0.30 (0.07)
2.84 (0.50)

0.18 – 0.54
1.75 – 3.75

0.48 (0.12)
3.78 (0.52)

0.20 – 0.80
2.50 – 4.75

12.19
10.08

1.86
1.83

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

0.28 (0.12)
0.82 (0.93)

0.00 – 0.52
0.00 – 2.67

0.42 (0.19)
1.76 (1.43)

0.00 – 0.78
0.00 – 4.33

5.00
4.59

0.87
0.79

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
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Table 6. Known Group Validity
Responsive Group
n = 46
NDBI-Fi Score
Mean (SD)
Range
Responsive Micro
0.48 (0.12)
0.20 – 0.80
Responsive NDBI-Fi
3.78 (0.52)
2.50 – 4.75
Directive Micro
0.20 (0.20)
0.00 – 0.75
Directive NDBI-Fi
0.48 (0.73)
0.00 – 2.67
Note. Analyses at post-intervention

Directive Group
n = 49
Mean (SD)
Range
0.34 (0.06)
0.23 – 0.47
3.19 (0.51)
2.25 – 4.50
0.42 (0.19)
0.00 – 0.78
1.76 (1.43)
0.00 – 4.33

t
6.95
5.50
5.36
5.55

d
1.45
1.13
1.10
1.12

p
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
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Supplement A: Measure
NDBI-Fi (MODIFIED) PARENT RATING SCALE
Instructions: Rate the adult-child interaction using the following scales. For each scale, write the rating in space to the left of the construct name, and total the previous scales at the bottom of each section.
If using the scales to check a parent’s use of strategies, rate the entire 10-minute sample. Items marked with an asterisk (*) were not included on the original NDBI-Fi. Items with two asterisks (**)
include minor changes in scoring criteria compared to the original measure (Frost et al., 2020).

Promoting Engagement
___

PE.1 Face-to-face and on the child’s level
The adult is face to face with the child. The child’s and adult’s bodies are oriented toward each other, and they are at a similar level (or the adult can be slightly below the child’s eye level),
such that the adult is within the child’s line of sight. If playing, toys are between the adult and the child when possible (this may be difficult in some activities, such as playing with a large
dollhouse or in a jungle gym). If the adult is required to move away from the child, or if the child walks away, the adult returns to being face-to-face as soon as possible. The adult may be
positioned differently only when the positioning is the most ideal for the activity or if the positioning is restricted by the environment.

___

1

2

3

4

5

The adult is rarely or never
face-to-face or on the child’s
level, i.e. the adult is
primarily standing or seated
behind the child.

The adult is occasionally faceto-face and on the child’s level
(e.g. the adult is mostly
standing or seated behind the
child.) OR the adult is next to or
kitty-corner to the child for more
than half of the session (allow
next to or kitty-corner when this
positioning is due
environmental restrictions and
appears appropriate)

The adult is face-to-face and
on the child’s level for about
half of the session. Half of the
time the adult may be
standing, or seated above,
behind, or next to the child.

The adult is usually face-to-face
and on the child’s level. When
the child moves, the adult
adjusts somewhat slowly, but
eventually returns to a face-toface position.

The adult is face-to-face and
on the child’s level throughout
the interaction. When the child
moves, the adult quickly
adjusts to return to a face-toface position.

N/A

PE.2 Follow the child’s lead
The adult provides several developmentally appropriate activity options, and allows the child to choose which toy or activity to play with, how to play, and how long to stay with an activity. The
adults then joins the child’s chosen activity by playing with the child, helping the child with an activity, handing the child more pieces, or playing another “role” in the activity. The adult and child
are both active participants in the activity. If the child does not choose an activity, or expresses disinterest in or dislike of an activity, the adult notices and responds accordingly. This may include
using the situation to practice expressing refusal, offering a choice between two new materials, or moving new toys into the child’s line of sight to encourage changing activities or to entice the
child’s interest. The adult is permitted to set limits (e.g. limit their child’s access to more snacks) and to intervene if the child is engaging in harmful, disruptive, repetitive, or inappropriate
activities. If using intervention strategies during an adult directed activity (e.g. dressing, washing hands), the adult incorporates child choices when possible.

1

2

3

4

5

The adult rarely or never
joins the child in a child-led
activity; OR signs of child
interest or disinterest are
largely ignored. Within home
routines, the adult does not
build in opportunities for the
child to make choices. An
adult who merely watches
the child should be rated a 1.

The adult sometimes joins the
child in a child-led activity, but
most opportunities are missed;
OR most signs of child’s
interest or disinterest are
ignored. Within home routines,
the adult usually does not
build in opportunities for the
child to make choices

The adult joins in a child-led
activity about half the time, but
frequently directs the child to a
certain activity, toy, or play
action. Within home routines,
opportunities for the child to
choose are present but
infrequent.

The adult joins in a child-led or
child-chosen activity for the
majority of the session, outside
of direct teaching episodes.
Most signs of child interest or
disinterest are acknowledged.
The adult may occasionally
choose for the child or direct the
child to play in new ways.

The adult almost always joins
the child in a child-led activity,
outside of direct teaching
episodes. Signs of child
interest or disinterest are
acknowledged. In home
routines, the adult creates
several opportunities for child
choice.

N/A
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PE.3 Positive affect and animation
The adult displays rich positive affect to promote child engagement. This may include vocal quality or tone, gestures, and facial expressions. Affect is matched to the child’s individual sensory
needs, such that the adult promotes engagement without over-arousing the child. On the other hand, some children may need higher levels of affect and animation due to their lack of
responsiveness and low arousal levels,

___

1

2

3

4

5

The adult’s affect appears
flat and uninterested
throughout the session. The
adult does not laugh, smile,
or use and exaggerated
tone.

The adult occasionally displays
exaggerated positive affect,
but does not exaggerate vocal
tone, gesture, and/or facial
expression for the majority of
the session; OR animation is
poorly adjusted to the situation
or the child’s sensory needs.

The adult uses a combination
of vocal tone, gesture, and/or
facial expression to display
exaggerated positive affect for
about half the session; OR
uses only one method for the
majority of the session; OR
animation is occasionally
adjusted to the situation or the
child’s sensory needs.

The adult uses a combination of
vocal tone, gesture, and/or
facial expression to display
positive affect, but misses
several opportunities; OR the
adult uses only one method of
displaying positive affect
throughout the session. The
adult usually adjusts animation
as needed.

The adult uses a combination
of vocal tone, gesture, and/or
facial expression to display
exaggerated positive affect
consistently throughout the
session. The adult usually
adjusts animation as needed.

N/A

PE.4 Modeling appropriate language
The adult adjusts their language to the child’s developmental level; most utterances match the child’s current abilities, while others are slightly above the child’s current ability level. The adult
avoids asking rhetorical questions or giving commands (outside of direct teaching episodes), and primarily comments around the child’s attentional focus and action. Utterances are somewhat
repetitive, but not overly so, and the adult models language for different objects and actions.

1

2

3

4

5

The adult rarely or never
models developmentally
appropriate comments. All
of the adults comments may
be too far above or below
the child’s level, or the adult
may exclusively ask
rhetorical questions or give
commands.

The adult occasionally models
developmentally appropriate
comments, but the majority of
adult utterances are too far
above or below the child’s
level, or most of the adult’s
utterances are questions or
commands.

The adult models
developmentally appropriate
comments about half the time,
but about half of utterances
are too far above or below the
child’s level, or questions or
commands.

The adult models
developmentally appropriate
comments for most of the
interaction, but some utterances
are too far above or below the
child’s level, or the adult
sometimes asks questions or
gives commands.

The adult models
developmentally appropriate
comments throughout the
interaction. No more than a
few adult utterances are too far
above or below the child’s
level, and there are no more
than a few questions or
commands

PE Subtotal

N/A
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Encouraging Communication
___

**EC.1 Responding to attempts to communicate
The adult verbally responds to the child’s attempts to communicate, including vocalizations, eye contact, word approximations, gestures, joint attention, etc. This includes repeating, clarifying
and/or expanding on the child’s communication, and also responding to the child’s communication as meaningful. If the child uses a joint attention skill (e.g. pointing, showing, or giving), the
adult responds by incorporating a joint attention skill natural response. If the child is not yet using verbal or prelinguistic intentional communicate, the adult treats the child’s actions as
meaningful by imitating the child’s action and commenting contingently.

___

1

2

3

4

5

The adult rarely or never
responds to the child’s
vocalizations and nonverbal
attempts to communicate.
The adult may make
unrelated comments or
perform unrelated play acts
in response. If the adult
provides a few verbal
responses but does not treat
the child’s communication
as meaningful, rate a 1.

The adult occasionally
provides meaningful
responses to child’s
vocalizations and nonverbal
attempts to communicate, but
usually fails to respond or
usually responds in unrelated
ways (i.e. low quality
responses). If the child is not
yet attempting to
communicate, rate a 2 if the
adult imitates the child’s
actions but does not pair
language with this imitation
(i.e. treat the child’s actions as
meaningful).

The adult sometimes responds
to child’s vocalizations and
nonverbal attempts to
communicate by clarifying or
expanding on the child’s
utterances. About half the
time, the adult fails to respond,
or responds in unrelated ways.
If the adult always repeats the
child’s utterances but never
expands, rate a 3. If the child
is not yet intentionally
communicating, the adult
misses about half the
opportunities to imitate the
child’s action and pair
language with that imitation
(i.e. treat the child’s actions as
meaningful).

The adult usually provides
responses to the child’s
vocalizations and nonverbal
attempts to communicate and
treats them as meaningful, but
occasionally fails to respond or
misses some attempts to clarify
and expand the child’s
communication. If the child is
not yet communicating, the adult
mostly imitates the child’s
actions and pairs language with
that imitation (i.e. treat the
child’s actions as meaningful).,
but misses a few teachable
actions.

The adult nearly always
responds to child’s
vocalizations and nonverbal
attempts to communicate. This
includes expanding or
clarifying child utterances, and
responding to the child’s
actions as meaningful. The
adult misses no more than a
few opportunities to respond.
IF the child is not yet
attempting to communicate,
the adult regularly imitates the
child’s actions and pairs
language with that imitation
(i.e. treat the child’s actions as
meaningful).

N/A

*EC.2 Pace verbal models
The adult leaves adequate time between verbal utterances to provide the child opportunities to communicate and to cue the child that it is his/her turn to say something. After responding to
the child’s communication, the adult should aim to wait for the child to say or do something (at least three seconds) before taking another verbal turn. The adult should not dominate the
conversation but rather leave plenty of “air space” for the child to initiate communication.

1

2

3

4

5

The adult rarely or never
allows adequate spacing
between verbal turns for the
child to communicate, and
nearly always takes back-toback turns without giving the
child an opportunity to
respond.

The adult occasionally
provides adequate spacing
between verbal turns for the
child to communicate, but
about usually takes back-toback turns without giving the
child an opportunity to
respond.

About half of the time, the
adult provides adequate
spacing between verbal turns
for the child to communicate,
but about half of the time takes
back-to-back turns without
giving the child an opportunity
to respond.

The adult often provides
adequate spacing between
verbal turns for the child to
communicate, but occasionally
takes back-to-back turns without
giving the child an opportunity to
respond.

The adult nearly always
provides adequate spacing
between verbal turns for the
child to communicate.

N/A
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**EC.3 Using communicative temptations
The adult deliberately creates situations meant to elicit communication from the child. These “communicative temptations” may involve blocking the child’s play, putting toys in sight but out of
reach, limiting or withholding access to toys, using toys or containers for which the child needs assistance, or modeling a silly or unusual play act., In most cases, the adult will have shared
control over the materials, such that s/he can limit access as needed. These strategies are followed by a brief period of expectant waiting to give the child an opportunity to respond. The adult
may use the as an opportunity to introduce a direct teaching episode.

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

The adult primarily uses
unnatural means to get child
communication (e.g. taking
toys out of the child’s hand,
physically restricting the
child’s movement)

The adult creates clear
opportunities for the child to
communicate 1-2 times in 10
minutes.

The adult creates clear
opportunities for the child to
communicate 3-4 times in 10
minutes.

The adult creates clear
opportunities for the child to
communicate 5-10 times in 10
minutes.

The adult creates clear
opportunities for the child to
communicate more than 10
times in 10 minutes.

The adult never uses
clear communicative
temptations.

EC Subtotal
# N/A
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Direct Teaching
___

**DT.1 Frequency of direct teaching episodes
The adult directs the child to demonstrate new or emerging skills by giving some kind of instruction or cue. There is at least a brief period of time between direct teaching episodes in which
the child receives access to the reinforcer, and the adult leaves space for child initiations (i.e. if the adult continues to prompt without “ending the episode” it only counts as a single instance of
direct teaching). The adult can introduce more teaching episodes for children who are highly motivated than for children who are not engaged.
*Only count full direct teaching episodes (i.e. those with all of the following a) instruction b) child response/behavior c) adult response/reinforcement). These do not have to be of good
quality (quality is rated in the next item).

___

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

The adult completes direct
teaching episodes 1 time in
10 minutes.

The adult completes direct
teaching episodes 2-3 times
in 10 minutes.

The adult completes direct
teaching episodes 3-4 in 10
minutes.

The adult completes direct
teaching episodes 5-10 in 10
minutes.

The adult completes direct
teaching episodes more than
10 times in 10 minutes.

The adult does note
complete any direct
teaching episodes.

DT.2 Quality of direct teaching episodes

The adult uses high quality teaching strategies throughout the direct teaching episodes. Quality indicators include:
1. Clear: When giving an instruction or prompt, the adult uses communication that is clear and developmentally appropriate, such that it is clear how the child is expected to respond.
2. Developmentally appropriate target: teaching episodes target behaviors that are at or just above a child's current skill level.
3. Motivating and relevant: The adult teaches skills when the child is motivated, interested, and engaged in the activity. The child's interest may be indicated by reaching for materials,
approaching the adult, making eye contact with the adult, looking at the materials, etc. The target behavior is logically related to the ongoing activity, and the adult embeds the
teaching opportunity in the context of an ongoing activity.
4. Supporting a correct response: After initiating a direct teaching opportunity, if the child does not respond independently (but remains interested), the adult attempts to help the child
respond correctly. This includes repeating the instruction, giving the child additional cues to respond, scaffolding the child's learning, or physically helping the child follow through.
Over time (across several teaching episodes), the adult decreases support as a child learns a new skill.
5. Providing contingent natural and social reinforcement: Once the child provides a correct response (including when supported by the adult), the adult provides an immediate (i.e.
within a few seconds) natural reward that is directly related to the child's response, and/or positive social reinforcement such as touching, verbal praise, or positive affect. Reasonable
attempts to respond correctly, are rewarded when developmentally appropriate. If the child does not provide a response, the adult models the correct response.
1
2
3
4
5
N/A
All direct teaching episodes
2 quality indicators are
3 quality indicators are
4 quality indicators are present
All of the quality indicators are
Adult received a score
are low quality (2 or fewer
consistently used across
consistently used across direct
within most direct teaching
present within nearly all direct
of NA on the previous
indicators). There are no
direct teaching episodes (i.e.
teaching episodes OR about
episodes. There are few (if any)
teaching episodes. There are
item [DT. 1].
high-quality episodes
low quality). At least one
half the episodes are poor
low-quality episodes (2 or fewer
no low-quality episodes (2 or
higher quality episode is
quality (2 or fewer indicators)
indicators)
fewer indicators)
present

DT Subtotal
# NA
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Supplement B: Tables and Figures
Supplement B Table 1. Micro-Code Items
Code Item
Temporal Contingency

a

Compositeb
Directive

Brief Definition
Similar NDBI-Fi Item Score Range
Responsive
Overall
Parent comments within 3
EC.1, EC.2
0.00-1.00
X
X
seconds of child communication
Topic Contingency
Parent comment is about the
PE.2, EC.1
0.00-1.00
X
X
child’s focus of attention
Appropriate Language Parent utterance is no more than
PE.4
0.00-1.00
X
X
3 words above the child’s target
language level
Mirroring and Mapping When the child is not
EC.1
0.00-1.00
X
X
communicating, parent imitates
the child’s play act or action and
adds language at a criterion of at
least 1x/15 seconds of silence
Prompt Naturalness
Parent initiates prompting in
EC.3, DT.2
0.00-1.00
X
X
response to child request or clear
child interest
Prompt Sequence
Parent appropriately scaffolds
DT.2
0.00-1.00
X
X
such that prompts increase in
their level of support
Prompt Target
Parent prompts for child
DT,2
0.00-1.00
X
X
communication at the child’s
level
Prompt Frequency
Parent incorporates prompts or
EC.3, DT.1
0.00-1.00
X
X
time delays at a criterion of at
least 1x/minute
a
Note. score ranges represent the possible score for the total 10-minute sample in terms of percentage, but each item is coded as present or absent at
the utterance level; bcomposite scores are calculated by averaging all applicable rating items; the full coding scheme with expanded definitions is
available from the first author upon request
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Supplement B Figure 2. Composite Score Correlations at Post-Intervention
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